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Presentation at the team research project “Dreams and Representations: Summary and Outlook”
共同研究会「夢と表象―その統括と展望」での研究発表
Before leaving for Kyoto my students presented me 
with a fare-well card stating their best wishes among 
which one that I dearly remember – to come back home 
even more inspired and full of ideas on the further devel-
opment of Japanese Studies in Bulgaria. I do believe that 
together with my senior colleagues and my students we 
shall continue our mission to promote Japanese culture 
and to work for better understanding and appreciation of 
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Are you a fan of Thai cuisine? It is probably not to the 
taste of quite a few people—the chiles may be too hot 
or the aroma of the coriander unaccustomed. I myself, 
after studying at Nichibunken as a research fellow and 
serving as a lecturer there, have been living in Thailand 
since I took up a position at a university in Bangkok in 
2013. I’m not fond of coconut milk and cannot eat the 
green curry.
The flavors of Thai cuisine are complex, it is said, 
mingling the spicy hot of chiles, the acidity of lime 
juice, the sweetness of coconut milk, and the saltiness 
of nam pla fish sauce. Generous use of herbs like lemon 
grass and coriander is another feature of Thai cooking.
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Complex as the seasonings may be, you might be 
surprised to learn the name of the virtually indispensable 
ingredient of Thai cuisine today. In fact, the taste of Thai 
food would not be what it is without a certain Japanese 
ingredient: Ajinomoto. It is used in large quantities, too, not 
just to bring out the subtle flavors of the food. Ajinomoto 
is used in Japan as well, but sparingly—a small bottle 
(35 grams) used at the table would usually last more than 
six months. Among the Thai (at least the people in my 
acquaintance), such an amount would be used up in a 
month. The supermarkets here in Bangkok sell Ajinomoto 



































Some people might wonder why Ajinomoto plays such 
an important part in Thai cuisine. It has definitely put 
down roots here. Many Japanese corporations have gone 
into business in Thailand and there are many Japanese 
restaurants in Bangkok; those with the money can buy the 
same ingredients available in Japanese supermarkets. The 
shoppers at such stores are not limited to Japanese stationed 
in Thailand; many well-to-do Thais with ties to Japan eat 
Japanese-style dishes almost every day. But that is a rather 
recent trend. Local people don’t use Ajinomoto as a result 
of the recent popularity of Japanese food.
Ajinomoto Co., Inc. moved into Thailand more than 
50 years ago, establishing a joint venture there in 1960. 
The company has engaged in strategic marketing there 
throughout the ensuing decades. Rather than in the big 
cities like Bangkok, it sponsored free-of-charge cooking 
classes in outlying cities and villages, introducing the use 
of its “Ajinomoto” product. Ultimately, that strategy has 
led to Ajinomoto’s becoming an indispensable ingredient 
of Thai food. The use of Ajinomoto has now been passed 





Digitalization of Cultural Materials 
and Transmitting Information
TERAMURA Hirofumi




































When we say “cultural materials,” the image evoked is 
likely to be quite different in form and content from one 
person to another. Some will immediately think of hand 
scrolls, old maps, old photographs, ukiyo-e, and the like. 
Others are more likely to imagine folk implements, Bud-
dhist images, architecture, and other three-dimensional 
artifacts. The biggest difference between these two groups 
is whether they are (more or less) two-dimensional or 
are three-dimensional. “Digitalization” calls for specific 
recording methods depending on the type of material.
The sites (iseki, ikō, etc.) where relics have been exca-
vated as well as artifacts (ibutsu) like earthenware pots 
found there as dealt with by archaeologists are of course 
important cultural materials for the record they provide 
of the traces of prehistoric human culture. Archaeologists 
have traditionally recorded sites and artifacts through a 
combination of survey maps and photographs and have 
published information about them in the form of printed 
reports. For three-dimensional artifacts like sites and arti-
facts, however, that method has had its limitations in the 
conduct of research. In recent years, however, attention 
is focusing on methods of recording three-dimensional 
materials and sites just as and where they are, employing 
recent advances in digital technology.
The accompanying photograph (1) shows the site of 
the citadel of Kafir Kala in the outskirts of Samarkand, 
Uzbekistan. The photograph (2) is the computer image 
of the results of three-dimensional survey data for the 
upper part of the citadel and a three-dimensional model 
of an earthenware vessel unearthed at the site. Using the 
computer, one can enlarge or reduce these images and can 
even calculate their size and volume as well.
There are, however, still many problems as far as 
transmitting this information is concerned. While the 




down, grandmother to mother, mother to daughter, 
through three generations, and its place in Thai kitchens 
is firmly established. Japan’s Ajinomoto has already 
become Thailand’s Ajinomoto.
